
Although around since the early 1990’s, ultra-

wideband (UWB) has recently matured into an

inexpensive, accessible, and reliable way to

collect time of arrival (ToA) relative range

measurements. Recent robotics work explores

how to best utilize these measurements for multi-

agent localization. Our current approach equips

each
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Motivation: Multi-agent Radiological Search

Figure 2. Localization and Mapping 

Platform (LAMP) from LBNL [1]

Figure 1. 3D map fused with radiological measurements for 

source localization [1]

Single-agent aerial radiological mapping solutions such as the

LAMP platform (Fig. 2) exist, and there is interest in expanding

these search capabilities through a multi-agent swarm configuration.

Remote radiological source localization and mapping needed in first

response and disaster prevention scenarios in areas containing one

or more radiation sources. UAVs provide ideal platforms for

traversing arbitrary terrain when equipped with specialized,

lightweight radiation sensors. Resolution of radiological sensing on

a mobile platform is greatly improved when fused with pose

estimates and 3D map information obtained through SLAM [1].

Project Description

Goals: Expand remote sensing capabilities and develop algorithms 

for radiation source localization and mapping with a collaborative 

SLAM (CSLAM) framework that enables faster/more versatile 

search coverage while utilizing lightweight and relatively 

inexpensive sensing on UAVs in a bandwidth-limited network. 

• The following challenges must be addressed when developing an 

efficient multi-agent radiological search architecture:

• GPS denied / No prior maps

• Low communication bandwidth

• Dynamic network topology

Approach: Leveraging recent work [2 - 4], ultra-wide band (UWB) is 

a mature, inexpensive RF technology providing comms and relative 

ranging data via time of arrival sensing suitable for robotic teams. 

• Use UWB to enhance the multi-agent collaborative SLAM 

techniques needed to perform effective radiological search.

Mathematical Formulation of UWB 2D RPE

Our UWB 2D RPE approach is formulated as a nonlinear least

squares optimization using only locally collected UWB relative range

measurements as input (i.e., no additional measurements, such as

odometry, are transmitted between agents). Calibrated UWB

measurements refers to (1) subtracting a premeasured pairwise

antenna bias from the measurement, and (2) running a moving

average filter over the last second of data to mitigate random noise.

Conclusion & Future Work

• Contributions: Produced algorithm for performing 2D RPE via UWB

relative ranging. Accuracy is competitive with other state-of-the-art

techniques, while only needing UWB (i.e., results do not rely on

continuously transmitted measurements, like odometry). Integrating said

algorithm into CSLAM will improve future radiological search capabilities.

• Next Steps: Extend 2D UWB RPE to 3D and implement on UAV

platforms. Directly incorporate UWB RPE into full multi-agent CSLAM

pipeline. With our LBNL collaborators, fly UWB RPE on LAMP radiological

search platform; show real-time detections on our constructed SLAM map.
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Figure 7. Top: Our annotated nonlinear least squares optimization formulation. Left: Diagram visualizing the

purpose of the weighting function. Specifically, wij is the product of two sub-functions wA,i and wB,j, as visualized by

the colored circles, that devalue terms using measurements involving obstructed antennas for RobotA and RobotB

respectively (i.e., on the far side of the robot). An antenna in the green/yellow/red region is unobstructed, partially

obstructed, or fully obstructed respectively and are weighted accordingly. Right: Shows an example of wB,1 with

experimentally collected measurement errors overlaid. The weighting function is designed such that the spike in

measurement error corresponds to a 0 weight, effectively making the optimization routine ignore the bad data.

Experimental Results: UWB 2D Relative Pose Estimation (RPE)

Figure 5. Results from recent hardware trials showing the accuracy of our UWB 2D RPE process. Experiments are

conducted in a mocap space (for ground truth comparison) using the robots shown in Fig. 4c. Here RobotA is kept

stationary and collects UWB measurements for RPE as RobotB moves about. Left plot shows ground truth

trajectory with estimated relative position overlaid, while the right plots report positional and absolute heading

errors vs time in a logarithmic scale. Plots compare RPE methods computed using (1) only the raw UWB

measurements, (2) only our calibrated UWB measurements, and (3) both our calibrated UWB measurements and

our weighting function (proposed formulation as shown in Fig. 7a). This comparison highlights the benefits of our

calibration and weighting functions. Shown data corresponds to the kidney-bean trial reported in the Fig. 6 tables.

Figure 6. Tables showing UWB 2D RPE position (top) and absolute heading (bottom) error statistics from seven

experimental scenarios. The Raw, Unweighted, and Weighted methods refer to the approaches discussed in Fig. 5,

while the Shift only and MovingAvg only methods refer to isolated individual components of our calibrated UWB

measurement process. The proposed method consistently has the best mean positional error and performs well in

all other metrics. When comparing our results to those of [2], we find our approach gets better mean positional

error while remaining competitive in other metrics. Our approach scales better to larger swarms, as we only use

UWB measurements, while [2] relies on UWB ranging and continuously transmitted odometry between agents.

Figure 4. Left: Possible multi-agent UAS architectures for radiological mapping. A single, larger UAS carries the

LAMP detection system, while smaller agile agents develop a SLAM map for it to search. Middle: Two agents

each equipped with four UWB modules performing 2D relative pose estimation by using the 16 measurements

between each pair of inter-agent antennas. Right: Our current UGV hardware setup, three Turtlebot2s each

equipped with four UWB modules (see Fig. 3) and a NVIDIA Jetson Nano. Future work will address 3D and UAVs.
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Figure 3. Individual Nooploop

LinkTrack P UWB module

each agent with multiple UWB sensors, allowing for direct 2D

relative pose estimation (RPE) between agents. Then this RPE can

be integrated into a CSLAM pipeline as an inter-agent loop closure.

Calibrated UWB relative range measurement

Weighting Function
Devalues terms where an antenna

is obstructed by robot (see Fig. 7b, 7c)

UWB Range Terms
Minimize error between each pair of inter-agent 

antennas at known relative locations on each agent’s 

body frame and the received range measurement

Sum over all pairs of inter-agent antennas
(a)

Web Image Source: https://www.nooploop.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/LinkTrack-P_800-400x400.png


